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Abstract

The thoracic cavity is the rarest location of all the renal ectopic sites. We report a
rare case of an acquired thoracic kidney associated with a previous congenital
diaphragmatic hernia in a child with nephrotic syndrome. Although only 13 cases of
the thoracic kidney in the pediatric age group have been described in worldwide
reports during the past 25 years, we present the first to be associated with a
recurrent diaphragmatic hernia. The classification, differential diagnosis, and
management options of this rare form of ectopia are discussed.

Introduction

The thoracic kidney is mostly asymptomatic and is, therefore, rarely found in
childhood.1 We report the presence of an acquired thoracic kidney in a child with
nephrotic syndrome and a history of a previous diaphragmatic hernia repair.

Case report

A 6-year-old boy presented to the pediatric outpatient department with a 2-week
history of coughing and generalized edema. The surgical history was significant. He
had undergone congenital diaphragmatic repair performed while he was a neonate,
after he had presented with acute respiratory distress soon after birth. He had
recovered well after the repair and had remained asymptomatic until the current
presentation.

On clinical examination, abdominal ascites and bilateral stony dullness with marked
decreased air entry on the left lower lung lobe were present. The urine dipstick test
revealed a nephrotic range of proteinuria. Additional hematologic investigations
showed mild azotemia, hypoalbuminemia, and hypercholesterolemia. The initial
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chest radiograph confirmed the presence of bilateral effusions and an obscured left
hemidiaphragm with an abnormal cardiac silhouette.

These clinical findings were in keeping with a diagnosis of nephrotic syndrome, and
medical treatment with oral steroid therapy was initiated.

During additional diagnostic workup, abdominal ultrasonography revealed ascites
and an “absent” left kidney. Because of the previously reported abnormality of the
cardiac silhouette, cardiac ultrasonography was also performed, excluding the
presence of any underlying cardiac pathologic entity. The follow-up chest radiograph
(Fig. 1) showed complete resolution of the pleural effusions, revealing the underlying
left-sided posterior mediastinal mass.

Figure 1. Chest radiograph ([A] anteroposterior view; [B] lateral view) revealing left-sided posterior

mediastinal mass.

In an attempt to confirm the presence or location of the “missing” left kidney, a
technetium-99m mercapto-acetyl-triglycine diuretic renogram (Fig. 2) was performed.
Two focal areas of tracer concentration corresponding to 2 focal areas of functional
renal tissue were noted. The left kidney was noted in an ectopic thoracic location.
Prompt and adequate flow was noted in both kidneys. Split renal differential function
tests revealed that the left thoracic kidney contributed to 50.2% of the overall renal
function.
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Figure 2. Technetium-99m mercapto-acetyl-triglycine renogram (posterior view) demonstrating 2

nonobstructed functional kidneys, with left kidney visualized in left thoracic region.

A noncontrast-enhanced abdominal computed tomography scan revealed the left-
sided malrotated thoracic kidney (Fig. 3), without any visible calculi or other
significant intra-abdominal pathologic features. The remainder of the left
hemidiaphragm seemed intact.
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Figure 3. Computed tomography scan (coronal section) showing supradiaphragmatic, left-sided,

malrotated thoracic kidney (single arrow). Diaphragmatic outline (double arrows) is demarcated.

Despite numerous attempts at accessing the patient's perinatal records, the
operative report from infancy could not be retrieved from the referring institute.
However, the collateral history from the surgical and medical staff and family
members did not report the presence of a congenital thoracic kidney. Additional
information that excluded the possibility of a “missed” congenital ectopic thoracic
kidney was the presence of normal diaphragmatic shadows (without any left
mediastinal mass) on the previous series of chest radiographs, taken by the referring
center, before the present admission.

Surgical repair was performed for the recurrent herniation. During this exploration,
the presence of the previous dehisced diaphragmatic scar was noted, with extension
of the previous repair. Bowel contents were also seen entering the thoracic cavity.
The kidney was placed back in the abdomen before formal diaphragmatic closure.

The postoperative chest radiograph revealed a normal diaphragmatic outline. His
surgical recovery was uneventful.
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Comment

Since the first report of the thoracic kidney in 1930,2 it has remained the rarest
ectopic site, with a frequency of <5% of all the ectopic sites.3

The Bochdalek hernia is the most common type of congenital diaphragmatic hernia
and is defined by a posterolateral diaphragmatic defect that allows abdominal
viscera to herniate into the thoracic cavity.4 The incidence of the thoracic kidney
associated with a congenital diaphragmatic hernia has been reported to be <0.25%.3

Pfister-Goedeke and Burnier5 have classified the thoracic kidney into 4 distinct
groups, according to its association: closed diaphragm; eventration of the
diaphragm; diaphragmatic hernia (congenital or acquired); and traumatic
diaphragmatic rupture.

Patients with a thoracic kidney can be asymptomatic throughout life or can present
with dyspnea, flank pain, intermittent cough, and, even, a foul-smelling expectorate.6,

7 Embryologic theories such as a pleuroperitoneal fusion abnormality or the
presence of delayed mesonephric involution leading to a higher level of kidney
migration could explain the occurrence of the congenital thoracic kidney.8

The differential diagnosis of a posterior mediastinal mass includes neurogenic tumor,
mediastinal lymphadenopathy, descending aortic aneurysm, paraspinal abscess,
and a range of pathologic esophageal processes.6

Ultrasonography has been recommended to better localize the ectopic kidney,
because it lacks ionizing radiation and does not need sedation or intravenous
contrast. An inexperienced ultrasonographer and excessive breathing movements
can make the thoracic kidney difficult to locate using ultrasonography (as illustrated
by our case).9 A renogram study could prove beneficial in these subsets of patients.

A computed tomography scan was performed in our index case, because magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) scanning was not available at the referring institution. The
use of MRI-urography has been shown to be a reliable tool in the assessment of
renal and ureteral anatomy of associated ectopic renal buds.10 Riccabona et al10

have even suggested the use of MRI-urography as the next investigation of choice
should the ultrasound findings leave questions unanswered. Another benefit of MRI
compared with computed tomography is the absence of ionizing radiation, an
important factor that should be considered in imaging the pediatric population. The
feasibility of MRI-urography has been confirmed in better defining anomalous renal
anatomy in neonates and infants.10 The use of fetal MRI has also proved to be a
useful adjunct to ultrasonography in screening for renal anomalies during pregnancy.
Its role is even more relevant in the presence of oligohydramnios, in which
ultrasonography could have limitations.11

Murphy et al1 reported on their experience with the largest pediatric series of the
thoracic kidney and have advocated conservative management in the absence
of intrathoracic bowel herniation. The standard diaphragmatic repair is, however, still
recommended, with nephropexy, for the patient with intrathoracic bowel herniation.1
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Although Murphy et al1 discussed a treatment plan for the “congenital” thoracic
kidney, not much is known regarding the success of the conservative approach in
the case of the acquired thoracic kidney, especially in the pediatric age group. Thus,
and because of ongoing parental concern regarding the presence of recurrent
herniation, after much discussion, the decision to proceed with surgical repair was
taken in the present case. Although intrathoracic bowel contents seemed absent on
the imaging studies, during the repair, bowel loops were visualized herniating
through the previous diaphragmatic suture line.

Conclusion

We have highlighted the possibility of a thoracic kidney in patients presenting with a
posterior mediastinal mass and a history of a previous diaphragmatic hernia repair.
The presence of ascites, persistent coughing, and bilateral pleural effusions could
have been a precipitating factor leading to recurrent diaphragmatic herniation. During
ultrasonography, one should always consider searching the “treasure chest” before
labeling a kidney as “absent.” In equivocal cases, a renogram study will be helpful to
demonstrate functional kidney parenchyma and could reveal the location of an
“absent” kidney.
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